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Maintenance free
Clean with gentle detergent

896 Gymleco Bumper Plate, Slam Ball Rack 
Racks, storage & rigs

Here you have Gymleco’s stable and robust multi storage rack which has place for both weight plates, 
dumbbells, wallballs, slamballs as well as barbells, jumping ropes, resistance bands and more. The 

shelf has two planes which gives you a flexible storage at the gym. It’s space efficient and easily 
placed at the gym, either against a wall or in the middle of the room. It’s designed with a nice looking 
black frame and can be attached to the floor. A great Gymleco rack for commercial gyms and other 

professional training facilities. 

The shelf has many options. You can choose to build both in height and in width and you have 
multiple options for specific gym equipment. This to tailor the shelf to your needs and requirements.

See how you can add parts to make the perfect storage on next side. 

 120 cm 40 cm 108 cm

• Great storage for gyms and other professional  
training facilities

• Can be increased in both width and height
• Choose your own add ons depending on your needs

• Can store a lot of weights and other 
training equipment

• Black frame
• Can be attached to the floor

Basic rack, see next side for add-on possibilities



See example images on next side 

896-3 Shelf for kettlebells or 
similar equipment. Can also be 
turned to store weight plates.

896-7 Accessories holder which 
is attached at the end of the shelf.

896-5 Pillars (2-pack) to increase 
your shelf in height

896-6 Weight support to make 
sure that the weights stay in 

896-1 frame pillars to increase 
your shelf in width.

Build your Gymleco storage depending on your needs and requirements  
 

You can adjust yout 896 completely to your needs. Build three shelves if you want to be able to fit a lot in a small 
surface. Increase the shelf in width if you want a lot of equipment and everything collected in one place. Mix different 
shelves to make sure that all your equipment has a place in the rack. Add an accessories holder and storage for your 

barbells to makse sure that your equipment doesn’t end up on the floor. 

See above for all add-ons and examples on next side how the end result can look. 
Contact us and we will help you plan the best solution for you and provide you with an offer. 

896-8 Storage for 3 barbells which is 
attached at the end of the shelf.

896-2 Shelf for your weight plates.

896-4 Shelf for your 
hex dumbbells.




